A Straightforward Mathematical Model of Hot Metal Desulphurization
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1. Introduction

Commonly, sulphur is considered a harmful impurity in steels. Sulphur is undesirable in most of applications of steel due to these reasons: it affects negatively the internal and surface quality of steel products, contributes to the steel brittleness at high temperatures, behaves as a stress raiser, fosters granular weakness and cracks during solidification, adversely affects the mechanical properties of steel, and it lowers the melting point and intergranular strength of steel [1].

Hot metal is an important raw material to produce crude steel and is obtained in the blast furnace. It contains around 4% (weight percent) of carbon, 1% silicon, 0.5% manganese, 0.05% phosphorus, 0.05% sulphur, and the rest is iron. Phosphorus and sulphur are considered impurities. Hot metal is transformed into steel in the basic oxygen furnace (BOF) by oxidation of its constituents with
oxygen and iron ore, except sulphur, given that sulphur requires reductive conditions. Consequently, sulphur must be removed in the transfer ladle or torpedo car before the processing of hot metal in the BOF.

Currently, at industry three methods are employed to carry out the desulphurization of hot metal, and they are depicted in Figure 1 [2]. In the lance injection method, Figure 1(a), a powdered desulphurization reagent (lime, calcium carbide or magnesium) or a mixture of them, is driven by an inert carrier gas—usually nitrogen or argon—into the hot metal through a ceramic lance with one or more nozzles located at the tip. The gas bubbles, with the desulphurizer particles adhered to them, ascend due to buoyancy forces to the hot metal surface, and during their ascending trajectory those particles chemically react with the sulphur dissolved in the hot metal. Sulphides formed ascend too and are collected at the top slag. To prevent resulphurization the top slag is mechanically removed after the process in a slag skimming machine. The residence time of the particles and the chemical kinetic are important factors which determine the efficiency of the desulphurization process.

Figure 2(b) depicts the rotary impeller method, where a desulphurizer, usually just lime, is added to the ladle in a batch or a continuous feed. The refractory-made rotary impeller, with a rotation speed around 100 rpm, produces a strong stirring action in the hot metal and, as a consequence, an intimate contact between the hot metal and the desulphurizer is obtained. As in the injection method, the desulfurizer particles chemically react with the hot metal sulphur and the resulting sulphides are collected at the top slag. Due to the strong stirring action of the rotary impeller, no carrier gas is required. However, the mixing power of the impeller depends on its design, its rotation speed, and its immersion depth.

The bottom injection method is sketched in Figure 1(c). In this method, the powdered desulphurizer is injected into the hot metal using an inert carrier gas, usually nitrogen or argon, through a porous plug located at the bottom of the ladle. The desulphurization mechanism of the bottom injection method is identical to that described above for the injection method. As in the injection method, the residence time of bubbles and particles in the hot metal is inversely proportional to their size.

A very recent and complete review on modeling of hot metal desulphurization is presented in [3]. In accordance to these authors mathematical models for reaction kinetics have evolved from simplistic rate equations to more complex phenomenon-based models. In industrial scale applications data-driven approaches have also been proposed with the purpose of obtaining better predictive performance. Besides, it is reported that bath mixing has been studied in the last years using physical and numerical simulations to optimize mixing conditions in ladles and torpedo cars.

On the other hand, continuous efforts have been made in recent years from industry and academy to carry out the improvement, optimization and automation
of the above desulphurization methods. Related to the injection method, in [4] it is reported the design of a Personal Computer based system to optimize the lance injection through automatic selection of the desulphurizer reagents. In [5] the effect of blowing of propane gas mixed with nitrogen on hot metal desulphurization was investigated. New lance designs have been proposed in [6]. Here, several lance configurations were modeled and simulated to obtain the most efficient design using physical and mathematical modeling. The rotary impeller method for hot metal desulphurization has been extensively studied in the last years. A wide variety of topics have been considered, among others: variable velocity stirring [7], coupled thermo-fluid stress analysis of the impellers at extremely high temperatures [8], a kinetic model that considers the contribution of dispersed particles of desulphurizing agent [2], use of residual mixtures of aluminum dross, fluorspar, and lime in the hot metal desulphurization [9], the effect of flux dispersion on the desulphurization reaction [10], effect of the flux addition method [11], and the use of residual marble, lime and fluorspar mixtures [12].

Complex mathematical models for hot metal desulphurization look great on paper but soon will end up in the wastepaper basket in industrial environments.
In this work a straightforward kinetic model for the hot metal desulphurization process is presented. This model contains the most important parameters and variables that govern the above process. From this model a desulphurization program for plant staff training could be elaborated given that the model considers fundamental parameters employed in daily plant operations. The inputs, outputs and parameters of a desulphurization program employed at industry are discussed. Besides, the model is able to cope with different injection policies such as mono-injection, co-injection or multi-injection. Using computer simulations, the model was successfully applied to a hot metal charge that was desulphurized with the rotary impeller method reported in the literature. Numerical results show that using this model the sulphur target could be reached within the same process time for both processes, but the lance injection requires lesser lime consumption than the rotary impeller.

2. The Mathematical Model

A mathematical model of the hot metal desulphurization which would be dedicated to process control or staff training must include the essential variables and parameters which rule the process. The model must ensure that the target final sulphur content is achieved regardless the desulphurization reagent or the injection method employed [4]. That model must not be so oversimplified that yields poor predictions or bad control actions, nor so complex which prevents its usage in real plant applications by the staff or available computer equipment. In accordance to [13], complex elegant control systems and mathematical models look great on paper but soon will end up on “manual” in industrial environments.

Once the mathematical model is developed taking into account the above remarks, a computer program can be made. Figure 2 is a block diagram which shows the inputs and outputs of a desulphurization program for control purposes [4]. The input variables are: hot metal weight, hot metal temperature, hot metal analysis, final (target) sulphur content, injection time, and cost of desulphurizers [4]. On the other hand, the output variables are: weight of desulphurizers, injection rates, policy of injection of desulphurizers, and carrier gas flow rate [4]. Some of the parameters of the program are as follows: particle diameter, hot metal density, density of desulphurizers, carrier gas density, hot metal viscosity, bubble diameter, lance immersion depth, and so on. The mass transfer coefficient and the reaction rate (kinetic) constant are calculated from the mathematical model.

Nowadays, lime (CaO), calcium carbide (CaC₂) and magnesium (Mg) are the most employed desulphurizers in the steel industry, and they remove the sulphur dissolved in hot metal by chemical reaction, as follows [1]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CaO} + [S] & \rightarrow (\text{CaS}) + [O] \\
\text{CaC}_2 + [S] & \rightarrow (\text{CaS}) + 2[\text{C}] \\
\text{Mg} + [S] & \rightarrow (\text{MgS})
\end{align*}
\]
The calcium and magnesium sulphides formed during the above chemical reactions ascend through the molten metal and are collected in the top slag. The sulphide and the desulphurizer particles ascend by themselves (rotary impeller method) or attached to the bubbles of the carrier gas (lance and bottom injection methods) due to buoyancy forces because the bubble density is lesser than the hot metal density. The residence time of the desulphurizer particles in the hot metal is an important factor that determines the efficiency of the desulphurization process given that the residence time determines the reaction time. As the bubble size and the desulphurizer particle diameter are smaller, the residence time will be bigger.

Irrespective of the desulphurization method or the desulphurizer employed, the desulphurization reactions are first order chemical reaction whose kinetics is expressed as follows [14]:

\[
\frac{dS}{dt} = -k (S - S_e)
\]

where \(S\) is the sulfur concentration in the hot metal, \(t\) is time, \(k\) is the reaction rate constant, and \(S_e\) is the sulphur concentration at thermodynamic equilibrium. It must be remarked that the value of \(k\) depends, among others, on a lot of operational factors, such as: the kind of desulphurizer employed, the density and the mass flow rate of the desulphurizers, the mass and temperature of the hot metal, the residence time, the particle diameter, the density and the flow rate of the carrier gas, the bubble size, the density and the viscosity of the hot metal, the lance immersion depth, the geometry of the lance, the geometry and rotation speed of the impeller, the impeller immersion depth, and so on.

Integration of Equation (1) gives

\[
S(t) = S_e + (S_0 - S_e) e^{-kt}
\]

where \(S_0\) is the initial sulphur concentration in the hot metal. For the lance injection method using lime as desulphurizer, the reaction rate constant can be estimated from the expression [15]:

\[
k = \frac{6 \beta \tau \dot{w}_{CaO} \rho_m}{d_p \dot{w}_m \rho_{CaO}}
\]

where \(\beta\) is the mass transfer coefficient, \(\tau\) is the residence time, \(\dot{w}_{CaO}\) is the mass flow rate of lime, \(\rho_m\) is the hot metal density, \(d_p\) is lime particle diameter, \(\dot{w}_m\) is the hot metal mass, and \(\rho_{CaO}\) is the lime density.

Dependence of the reaction rate constant on temperature is ruled by an Arrhenius behavior [16]:

\[
k(T) = k_0 e^{\frac{E_a}{RT}}
\]

where \(k_0\) is the pre-exponential factor, \(E_a\) is the activation energy for the reaction, \(R\) is universal gas constant, and \(T\) is the absolute temperature.

For simultaneous injection of two or more desulphurizers, i.e. co-injection or...
multi-injection, a method for calculation the average value of the reaction rate constant for the mixture is estimated from the weighting of the molar fraction and the reaction rate constant of each desulphurizer, as follows [17]:

\[ k_{av} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i k_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( k_{av} \) is the average value of the reaction rate constant for the mixture, \( n \) is the number of desulphurizers injected, and \( x_i \) and \( k_i \) are the molar fractions and the rate constants of the \( i^{th} \) desulphurizer, respectively. Approximate values of the reaction rate constant for CaO, CaC2 and Mg are found in [17].

For the lance injection method, the residence time of the desulphurizer particles and carrier gas bubbles can be estimated considering that particles and bubbles rise in straight line along the injection lance. If the particle diameter is much less than the bubble diameter, as is usually the case, the particles stick to the bubbles and rise at the bubble velocity. Then, the residence time \( \tau_r \) is estimated as follows:

\[ \tau_r = \frac{h_i}{v_b} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \( h_i \) is the lance immersion depth and \( v_b \) is the rise velocity of particles and bubbles. In the case of the bottom injection method, \( h_i \) is equal to the hot metal height in the ladle, which corresponds to the distance between the bottom of the ladle and the surface in contact with the stop slag. For the rotary impeller method, particles and bubbles are moving in an upward spiral path, which strongly depends on the rotation speed, the impeller immersion depth, the size of the particles and the physical properties of the particles and hot metal. The rise velocity of the gas bubbles is ruled by the Stoke’s law [14]:

\[ v_b = \frac{g \left( \rho_m - \rho_g \right) d_b^2}{18 \mu_m} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration, \( \rho_g \) is the carrier gas density, \( d_b \) the bubble diameter, and \( \mu_m \) is the hot metal density.

The process time, as is assumed here, is the duration of the desulphurization treatment, and corresponds to the injection time or the stirring time, in accordance with the desulphurization method employed. The process time is set by the plant staff considering the overall time scheduling of the blast furnace and the oxygen converter, and the production conditions [4]. The process time must be short given that the effectiveness of the desulphurization process is inversely proportional to the mass flow rate of the desulphurizers [1].

Once the process time \( \tau_p \) is set, the required reaction rate constant of the process \( k_p \) is estimated from Equation (2):

\[ k_p = \frac{1}{\tau_p} \log \left( \frac{S_0 - S_r}{S_r - S_p} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)
where $S_t$ is the sulphur concentration target, or desired final sulphur content.

When lime is employed as desulphurizer, the required mass flow rate is obtained from Equations (3) and (6):

$$\dot{w}_{\text{CaO}} = \frac{k_p d_p w_m \beta \rho_{\text{CaO}}}{6 \beta h \rho_m}$$

(9)

If the lime mass flow rate is kept constant during the process, the weight of lime to employ is estimated as follows:

$$w_{\text{CaO}} = \dot{w}_{\text{CaO}} \tau_p$$

(10)

The diameter of the gas bubbles can be estimated from the expression [18]:

$$d_b = \left[ \frac{6 d_p \sigma}{g \left( \rho_m - \rho_g \right)} \right]^{\frac{1}{3}}$$

(11)

where $d_b$ is the diameter of the lance nozzles, and $\sigma$ is the hot metal surface tension.

As is seen in Figure 2, the selection of a particular desulphurizer, or a mixture of desulphurizers, depends on several plant factors, such as: sulphur initial content, sulphur target, process time, hot metal temperature, cost of desulphurizers, weight of hot metal, and so on. Lime is available everywhere and is the cheapest desulphurizer. Calcium carbide and magnesium are efficient desulphizers, but they are expensive and present severe security and environmental risks, therefore these reagents must be employed only when fast desulphurization or very low final sulphur content are desired.

3. Application Example

The above mathematical model was previously validated by the present authors in [17] using the results reported in [15] for the desulfurization of hot metal through the injection method using just lime as desulphurizer. In this work the present model was applied to the plant data reported in [2] for a rotary impeller process, whose values are shown in Table 1.

For both processes the mass of hot metal, the initial sulphur, the target sulphur and the process time are identical. Using the data of Table 2 for the proposed model, Equation (8) yields $k_p = 0.003669$ s$^{-1}$ (0.2202 min$^{-1}$). When applied to the plant data reported in [2] the present model produces the results shown in Figure 3. This figure shows an exponential decay of the sulphur concentration, according to Equation (2), considering null the sulphur concentration at thermodynamic equilibrium. The present model requires a lime mass flow rate $\dot{w}_{\text{CaO}} = 0.00833$ kg·s$^{-1}$·tonne$^{-1}$, which represents a specific lime consumption of 6.15 kg·tonne$^{-1}$ or a total added lime of 1845 kg. It is appreciated that the injection lance method requires 1845 kg of lime, whereas the rotary impeller method requires 2223 kg of lime, to obtain a sulphur target of 2 ppm for a charge consisting of 300 tons of hot metal, 30 ppm of initial sulphur and 12.3 min of process time.
Figure 3. Time evolution of the sulphur concentration for hot metal charges reported in [2] using the present desulphurization model with the data of Table 2.

Table 1. Average data values in a rotary impeller process [2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass of hot metal</td>
<td>300 metric tonnes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial sulphur</td>
<td>30 ppm (parts per million)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target sulphur</td>
<td>2 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impeller rotation speed</td>
<td>100 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total added flux (90% lime, 10% CaF2)</td>
<td>2470 kg (lime 2223 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific flux consumption</td>
<td>8.1 kg ton⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific lime consumption (calculated)</td>
<td>7.41 kg tonne⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process time</td>
<td>12.3 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Data employed in the present lance injection model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass transfer coefficient</td>
<td>$6.3 \times 10^{-5}$ m s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot metal density</td>
<td>7100 kg m⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lime density</td>
<td>3345 kg m⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier gas density</td>
<td>1.1650 kg m⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lime particle diameter</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-4}$ m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas bubble diameter</td>
<td>$2.98 \times 10^{-4}$ m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lance immersion depth</td>
<td>3 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity acceleration</td>
<td>9.81 m s⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot metal viscosity</td>
<td>0.0067 kg·m⁻¹·s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass of hot metal</td>
<td>300,000 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial sulphur</td>
<td>30 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target sulphur</td>
<td>2 pmm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process time</td>
<td>738 s (12.3 min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equilibrium sulphur</td>
<td>0 ppm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Conclusion

A straightforward kinetic mathematical model of the hot metal desulphurization process is presented. This model includes some of the most important parameters and variables that govern the lance injection method. This suggests that, potentially, the model could be employed for plant staff training. The model is able to cope with different injection policies such as mono-injection, co-injection and multi-injection. Besides, it allows the comparison among different hot metal desulphurization methods in terms of weight of desulphurizers consumed and injection rates for identical hot metal charges, process time and final sulphur contents. When compared to the rotary impeller method using lime as desulphurizer, the model shows that the weight of lime consumed in the lance injection method is lesser than that consumed in the rotary impeller method for the same hot metal charge.
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